Pangenome theory implies that individuals from a given group/species share only a 1 given part of their genome (core-genome), the remaining part being the dispensable one. 
Introduction

11
Pan-genome [Tettelin et al., 2005] is defined as the whole set of DNA sequence present 12 in a given group such as a species. This pan-genome is further divided in three 13 compartments:(i ) the core-genome, composed of sequences present in all individuals of 14 the group; (ii ) the dispensable/variable/accessory-genome, sequences present in some Availability of scripts
98
The whole Perl and R scripts to perform:
99
• normalization ;
100
• chromosomal, individual and population effects checking ;
101
• Pnorm and FDR analysis ;
102
• assignation of compartment ;
103
• GO and gene families analysis ; 104 are available on github under Cecill-B/GPLv3 double licenses.
105
Results
106
Mapping and Normalization
107
We sequenced 163 accessions of the cultivated African rice O. glaberrima and 86 108 accessions of its wild relative O. barthii using high depth Illumina technology. After 109 cleaning the raws reads were mapped against the Asian reference genome
110
(Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 [Mcnally et al., 2009 , Kawahara et al., 2013 ) as 111 an external reference to avoid biases to any of the two species. The mean percentage of 112 mapping for O. glaberrima is 86.49% (81.57% for properly paired reads) and 86.44%
113
(81.45%) for O barthii.
114
We then performed reads count normalization according to the initial reads number 115 specific to each individual reported to 1 million and the gene/bin length reported to 116 1kb, obtaining numerical FKPM data. Distribution of FPKM density mainly follows a 117 normal law (see Fig.1 ), thus we applied successively pnorm and FDR statisticals test 118 to define if a given gene/bin was present or not for each individual.
119
Chromosomal, individual and population effects 120 First, using reference sequence annotation data, we checked whether the global profiles 121 were the same between the different chromosomes, no matter if we look to gene, CDS, 122 UTR or TE features and if there were or not individual(s) effects. The first test was to 123 see if the profile were different according to the chromosome we looked at. To obtain 124 those profil we looked for the outliers at differents thresholds. We seen that there are no 125 significant differences between the 12 chromosomes neither on O. glaberrima nor on 
132
In order to test if there were individual effect, we performed a hundred 133 bootstrap-like analysis choosing 76 individuals. No individual effect were detectable on 134 O. glaberrima (see Fig. S10 ) but in O. barthii we found two classes of profils 135 depending on the individuals in the group (see Fig. S11 ). As described by Orjuela 136 et al [Orjuela et al., 2014] , this species can be divided in two populations respectively 137 with 23 and 51 individuals distributed as in Fig. S12 . To check if the two profiles 138 were due to population split, we tested the hundred bootstrap analysis on O. barthii 139 with only 23 individuals of the first population (see Fig. S13 ) and 51 of the second 140 4/29 (see Fig. S14 ). Two profiles were still detectable on the population 1, so we checked 141 if 23 individuals was enough to determine these profiles. We performed the same 142 analysis, only with the population 2 individuals but with bootstrap of 23 individuals.
143
This time the curves show more discrepancy suggesting that 23 is not a sufficient 144 number of individuals to see a robust profile (see Fig. S15 ). The pan-genome of O. glaberrima is comprised into the core-genome of O. barthii as it 150 represents 39,106 and 39,730 genes respectively (see Fig. 2 ). On the other hand, the 151 dispensable-genome of the cultivated species is bigger than wild one as its represents 152 5,299 and 745 genes respectively (see Fig. 2 , Table 1 and Table 2 ). We identified 153 5,258 genes (more than 10% of the repertoire of wild genes) common to the core-genome 154 of O. barthii and to the dispensable-genome of O. glaberrima. On the other hand we 155 found only 23 genes common to the dispensable-genome of the wild species and the 156 core-genome of the cultivated one. We were not able to detect any individual-specific 157 genes.
158
We looked to the distribution of genes compartment along the chromosomes as 159 presented in Fig. 3 . As expected the profile for the core and the dispensable genes are 160 mirrored. The repartition of genes, no matter to which compartment they belong to,
161
does not seem to follow a particular profile. It seems to be regular along the 162 chromosomes. We found 10 GO changing of compartment between O. barthii and O. glaberrima (see 166  Table 3 ). Six of them switch from the core-genome to the dispensable-genome, and 167 four from the dispensable of O. barthii seem to be totally missing in O. glaberrima.
168
We also found 20 GO for which the process of disappearing seems to start as those 169 GO are totally missing in O. glaberrima but are present in both dispensable and absent 170 part of O. barthii (see Fig. 3 ).
171
However as the informations given by the GO enrichment analysis was not clearly 172 identifying something different between the two species, we decided to look at members 173 of some gene families (Fig. 4) . First of all we confirmed that the whole set of genes of 174 the same family are not necessarily in the same compartment. Secondly we saw the 175 same trend as we seen with GO, i.e from O. barthii core to O. glaberrima dispensable, 176 from O. barthii dispensable to disapearing in O. glaberrima and from O. barthii missing 177 or in dispensable-genome to complete disapearing in O.glaberrima. In addition we found 178 also a new kind of movement (see Fig. 5 ) which are from O. barthii core to disapearing 179 in O. glaberrima and from the O. barthii dispensable to the core-genome of O.glaberrima 180 (see Fig. 6 
216
Thirdly it depends on the strict definition on how to build the compartments (99% 217 or 90% for the dispensable-genome for example). In this study we have chosen to stay 218 on the initial definition of the pan-genome, meaning that being part of the 219 dispensable-genome is possible with 99% of accessions having it. However, because 220 sequencing technology is not 100% sure, it might be a better proxy to assign gene to the 221 dispensable-genome if it is share by 90% of accessions, just like it has be done in other 222 studies (REF !).
223
And finally it depends on the methodology you used to define if the gene is present 224 or absent (based on depth of coverage, based on BLAST comparision, etc.). 
6/29
Pan-genomic analysis allows to determine the genomic diversity of a dataset, but also to 236 predict how many extra genomes have to be add to characterize the whole pan-genome. 237 For instance, extrapolation would be robust only if a high number of genomes is taken 238 into account [?] . 
249
Most of these methodologies were developed for bacterial or microorganism species, 250 which are much more smaller and less complex than plants genomes (no polyploid, not 251 so much of transposable elements for example). Those methodologies are also mostly 252 based on cluster of orthologs, and get them on plant genome is a long process and we 253 wanted something quicker. The tools developed for pan-genomic analysis are also mostly 254 individual-centered. It means, we look to the difference of coverage between many loci 255 inside one individual, and do it again on another one. It is good working, but, we thing 256 that we should consider population. The final purpose of pan-genomic analysis is to do 257 comparative analysis, so making it taking in account the population, was for us, a 258 better way of doing a pan-genomic study. That is the reason why we developed a new 259 method based neither on individual but on loci. With this method, we compare the 260 difference of covering between individual for the same locus. Because the mapping 261 coverage is different depending on the accessions, we beforehand have normalized the 262 data. We can then look for outlier and so defined individual for which the gene is then 263 considered to be absent.
264
We did not see any differences between the profile of the 12 chromosomes neither on 265 the profile focus on exons nor on the profile focused on the remaining. This means there 266 is no influence of the type of sequences (exon, CDS, UTR ...) to the pan-genome 267 compartment. This was confirm by the distribution of compartments along the 268 chromosomes showing no significant profile, while Lu et al [Lu et al., 2015] found more 269 PAV into the telomeric regions and few of them around the centromeres. However, we 270 have noticed some hot-spot in the genome rich for one or the other compartment (faire 271 un lien sur figure chr5, et ajouter une légende spécifique pourça !!! ). For further 272 analysis we are interested in those regions to identify if one particular type of genes or 273 sequences is behind these hot-spot. For example are those regions TE-rich? Have those 274 regions a high GC percentage? We did not see any differences inside the O. glaberrima 275 population, but in the wild one, we have detected two kinds of profiles. Indeed the 276 core/pan ratio suggest that the whole accessions of O. glaberrima are extremely close to 277 each other for the structure of their pan-genome. On the other hand, the O. barthii present case, as already described in the results part, O. barthii species can be divided 283 in two populations. We have tried to find a link between this two populations and the 284 two profile without getting a clear answer. We concluded that it is neither a population 285 effect nor the number of individuals tested which is important but rather the size of the 286 initial population (meaning 121 for O. glaberrima instead of 23 for the population 1 of 287 O. barthii ). But still, it means that a minimal number of 50 individuals is better to have 288 a robust profile in the case of African rices. That confirm that a pan-genomic study 289 needs a minimal number of different accessions to get enough power to detect true 290 biologically meaning information.
291
As the pan-genome of the cultivated species is smaller than the core-genome of the 292 wild one, it confirms that there is a loss of diversity during the domestication process in 293 term of presence/ absence variation. Which was not a surprise because it is what we 294 already know from SNPs analysis. We also saw that the dispensable-genome of the 295 cultivated is unexpectedly bigger than the wild one. Which means that in a certain way 296 there is a new diversification inside the cultivated species after or during the 297 domestication process which is stronger than the diversification forces acting on the 298 wild species. The influence of human care one the cultivated genome could be the cause 299 of the higher diversity we detect. By providing nutrients, water and, care against 300 diseases and stress, humans might have influence the selection pressure on some part of 301 the genome leading to a diversification of it. To confirm that we need first to investigate 302 the genes/ sequences which are common to the dispensable-genome of the two species 
312
The fact that there are somes genes which move from core and dispensable-genome to 313 the other between O. barthii and O. glaberrima means that in general when we go from 314 the wild to the cultivated species we can observe a decrease of the number of alleles and 315 core genes. But unexpectidly, we observe also an increase of the number of dispensable 316 genes. The domestication process have promoted a few genes from the dispensable of 317 the wild into the core-genome of the cultivated, but have also disavantaged a certain 318 number of wild core genes to become dispensable into the cultivated species.
319
The fact that some genes move from the dispensable-genome to the core-genome 320 between O. barthii and O. glaberrima can be easily explain by the process of selection. 321 Indeed, by favoring some accessions, the core-genome of the selected pool can become 322 bigger than the initial one. It might stay the same size if the choice of the accessions is 323 done all around the diversity but, if it is bias (for agronomical reasons, for example) and 324 we selected individuals who are closest to each other then, the core-genome we observe 325 seems bigger and the real one (Figure taille core selection) . On the opposite, the fact 326 that genes move from the core-genome of the wild species to the dispensable-genome of 327 the wild one is more surprising. This can not be explained by the selection but, rice, we know that only thousand generations have been necessary to create the 335 cultivated species so, it would be interesting to do a modelisation trying to explain how 336 genes of the core-genome can become dispensable-genome in a so short period of time. 337 It would also be interessting to make some focus on genes that are know to be related to 338 domestication to see if the selection pressure have changed for them. A good example opposite of what we expected it. We toughed the dispensable-genome, which is usually 344 representing the variable part of the species would be bigger in the wild species because 345 cultivated species are know to be very diversity poor. But, in the case of African rice at 346 least, it is the exact opposite. We made this hypothesis because of what SNPs analysis 347 has accustomed us to, but it seems it is different when you look in the genome structure. 348 It might means that, the poor diversity we are able to detect, to see, is mostly due to 349 SNPs but, cultivated species are not that poor of variability. In the case of O.
350
glaberrima it is even richer than their wild relative. Perhaps this variability is not very 351 usefull for agronomy, because these genes seems to be not relevant to do improvement of 352 cultivation. But from a fundamental point of view this variability is there and by a 353 deeper analysis of it, might become usefull. The same idea is indicated by the ratio 354 corepan-genome. As presented in bacteria by Caputo et al [Caputo et al., 2015] a ratio 355 core/ pan-genome higher than 90% is indicating a high rate of conservation between the 356 individual of the sample. In our case, the core/ pan-genome ratio is equal to 98.15% for 357 O. barthii meaning that the individuals are all really close to each other. Surprisingly With the GO, we showed that it is not necessary for the all members of one gene 361 family to belong to the same compartment, which might contribute to the hypothesis 362 that members of the same gene family can complement each other. We also confirm the 363 movement from one compartment to another between the two species. We retrieved the 364 gene coming from the core to the dispensable during the domestication. By this way we 365 also find out genes which are missing in the pan-genome of the cultivated species.
366
Among them we have found the GO in response to stress or stimulus. These one could 367 be easily explain why they are absent of O. glaberrima, because of the input made by 368 human in cultivation. As agriculture brings defenses against pathogenes and challenging 369 conditions, the organism does not need to be able to protect himself against it. This is 370 in correlation with the hypothesis at, with domestication process and human being 371 activities, plants are assisted and do not need certain genes to survive anymore. This 372 theory was developped by Loss et al [Loss, 2012] describing the wild species with a lot 373 of genes to be able to anwser for a lot of stress, and the cultivated one, who loss genes 374 because human being provides defenses or nutrients to compensate this gene loss.
375
In this study we performed the first pan-genome analyses on African rices. It is also 376 the first study comparing both cultivated species and its wild relative by a pan-genome 377 approach. Doing it we confirmed the loss of diversity during the domestication process 378 because the total number of genes of the cultivated species is lower than the 379 core-genome of the wild one. Despite it the cultivated species developped a new 380 diversity in term of dispensable genes. This diversity seems to be really active as it is 381 higher than the dispensable diversity of the wild species. Our hypothesis is that 382 domestication process act on diversity at two step. First the initial selection from the 383 O. barthii reduces the diversity as we choose only prefered individuals. Then, as the 384 domestication process long for some generations -in our case about 1,000-the selection 385 pressure provokes either a drop of it or a negative agronomic one act to finally create 
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Og 220 Figure S3 . Phylogenetic tree of Oryza glaberrima accessions. The colors represent the countries just as in Fig. S1 . The circles represent the accessions in this analysis. Adapted from Orjuela et al [Orjuela et al., 2014] .
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